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Shambhala Publications Inc, United States, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Volume Three of Classics of Buddhism and Zen
contains translations of works by the key figures of Zen, including the Japanese master Dogen;
Chinul, the twelfth-century Korean master; and Hakuin, founder of the Rinzai school. Also included
are selections from the Prajnaparamita, or Perfection of Wisdom sutras, a key source of the Zen
tradition. The volume includes: The Sutra of Hui-neng: Grand Master of Zen Hui-neng was the sixth
patriarch of Chinese Zen. His teachings are characterized by their striking immediacy and by their
concern with direct insight into the essential nature of awareness. The Sutra of Hui-neng is
accompanied by Hui-neng s own commentary on the Diamond Sutra . Dream Conversations on
Buddhism and Zen A collection of a renowned Japanese masters written replies to questions about
the true nature of Zen. Kensho: The Heart of Zen Included here are some of the important texts
focusing on the profound subtleties of this essential Zen awakening and the methods used in its
realization. Rational Zen: The Mind of Dogen Zenji Contains selections from Dogen s two
masterworks, Shobogenzo and Eihei...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional pdf and the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. I
am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Prof. Arlie Bogan-- Prof. Arlie Bogan

It in a single of the best book. This is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.
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